Effects of Zero-Point and Thermal Vibrational Averaging on Computed NMR Properties of a Model Compound for Purine Nucleosides.
A method for the incorporation of thermal averaging into the calculation of nuclear magnetic resonance properties is given. These properties are computed using density functional theory, anharmonic first-order perturbation corrections to a normal-mode analysis, and standard statistical mechanical averaging. The method is applied to the calculation of chemical shieldings and spin-spin coupling constants (J couplings) of 1'-imidazolyl-2'-deoxy-β-ribofuranose (IDR), a model compound for purine nucleosides, at the B3LYP/6-311++G(2d,p) level of theory. Thermal averaging causes substantial changes in the values of computed parameters. The calculated harmonic normal modes of IDR are also investigated; we find reasonable agreement with published results from vibrational spectroscopy on DNA fragments. Finally, the calculated magnetic and structural data regarding the reported hydrogen bond between H8 on the imidazole ring and O5' on the sugar ring are investigated; we find that such data do not strongly support the formation of a hydrogen bond between these two atoms.